SOP for selection of NYC Volunteers

1.

Introduction

National Youth Corps is a scheme of Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports,
Government of India. The NYC Scheme is being implemented by NYKS.

2.

Mission Statement

It has been the constant endeavor of Government of India to channelize the
energy and capabilities of its considerable youth population ( 65% of the total
population is below 35 years of age) towards National Building activities by
organizing them into volunteer groups. Hon’ble President in her address to the
joint section of the parliament in June-2009 outlined the broad areas of priority
of Government of India as well as certain specific commitments. These, interalia, included launching a new scheme of National Youth Corps to take up
creative social action.

3.

Objectives of the Scheme

 The scheme of NYC would create as space enabling young men and women in
the age group of 18 to 25 years to serve up to two years in Nation Building
activities for which they would receive a monthly honorarium of Rs- 2500/- .
 The Scheme has following objectives : To set up a group of disciplined and dedicated youth how have the inclination
and sprit to engage in the task of Nation Building.

 To facilitated the realization of inclusive growth (both social and economic).
 To act as modulators and peer group educates
 To act as role models for the younger cohort specially towards enhancement of
public ethics, probity and dignity of labour.

4.

Role of NYC Volunteers

 Each NYC has a major role of catalic agent between youth clubs and
development departments.
 NYC volunteer has to prepare Youth profile of his/her block
 Each NYC volunteer is required to be IT Savvy. Further NYC volunteers should
have the capability of preparing report/documentation of youth program and
upload online. NYC should also know about preparing reports for media/news
statement.
 Formation of New youth clubs, activisation of defunct youth clubs is the major
tasks of each volunteer.
 Organizing NYKs regular and special programme with the help of Youth clubs.
 Guiding and motivating youth clubs members for involving themselves in
community development programmers
 Recommending active/ dedicated members of youth clubs for NIC, Skill
training, international youth exchange programme etc. to DYC
 To maintain records of programmers conducted by youth clubs.

 To submit regular reports / online reports highlighting their work on regular
basis.
 Maintain liaison with development departments and youth work agencies in the
block/ district.
 To attend meetings regularly, at concerned Kendra.

5.

Volunteers strength and deployment

 A total of 12000 volunteers shall be deployed in the country. Two volunteers
per block in 623 kendras will be deployed.
 Three volunteers per district without kendra will also be deployed. The
deployment will be initially for one year only.
 The successful candidates may be extended for one more year only.
 No volunteer in any case will be deployed beyond two years.
 The deployment is purely on voluntary basis and hence the selected volunteers
will not have any claim for regular appointment

6.

Monthly Honorarium

 Each volunteer will be paid a monthly honorarium of Rs-2500/- after successful
completion of monthly target, online reporting/ feedback and receipt of online
attendance.
 The monthly honorarium of each volunteer will be credited to the
concerned volunteers account by e- banking only.

 The monthly honorarium of volunteers will be strictly calculated based on
number of days they have actually worked (excluding holidays) and for which
online attendance is marked by the concerned DYC.
 If a volunteer is absent from his work, the monthly honorarium will be
proportionately reduced without any notice.

7.

Eligibility Conditions
Essential Qualification:-

 Education qualification :- Minimum class 10th pass
 Preference in selection will be given to the following : Candidates having higher educational qualification and knowledge of computer
application.
 Members of NYKS affiliated youth clubs.
 Age:- Minimum 18 years and maximum 25 years as on 1 st April of the of
deployment.
 Students who have enrolled themselves as a regular students are not eligible for
deployment under the scheme, keeping in view of the nature of their full time
assignment.
 Participation of weaker sections such as SC/ST community will be encouraged
and gender balance amongst volunteers should be maintained to the extent
possible

8.

Inviting applications & Publicity

 The concerned District Youth Coordinator of NYK will issue advertisement in
local daily news papers ( in local language ) having larger circulation , by giving
clear 15 days time for submitting the application.
 The DYC shall use the standard advertisement copy as approved by Ministry of
YA&S/ NYKS which consists of all required eligibility conditions. (Sample
copy of the approved advertisement is placed at Appendix –A)
 The DYC will ensure that advertisement copies /circulars will be sent to all
active youth clubs, youth work organization, heads of development
departments, all NCC, NSS and Scouts & Guides officers, heads of leading
training institutes and district / block libraries and heads of block / village
Panchayat’s for getting more and more eligible applications.

9.

Selection Committee

A selection committee has been approved with the following composition:-

a)

District Collector/ DM

Chairperson

b)

Eminent Person in the field

Member

of youth / social/ education field
to be nominated by DG, NYKS
c)

District Youth Coordinator

Member Secretary.

10. Time line for selection of NYC volunteers for the year 2016- 2017.
Sl. no

Activity

Time schedule

a

Issue of fresh Advertisement, Last date of
receiving application – Online , Sorting/ Screening
of applications and request letters to DM/DCs for
fixing date of interview and letters to Training
Institutes for advance booking

By 31st March, 2016
(15 days clear time
should be given for
submitting
application)

b

Meeting of selection committee depending upon From 5th-10th April ,
the availability DM/DC concerned
2016

c

Declaration of result

d

Date for joining for the Newly deployed volunteers By 15th April, 2016
and online registration

e

Organizing 15 days Induction Training for newly From 21st April, 2016
deployed volunteers
to 5th May 2016.

By 11th April, 2016

11. Main Points of consideration and preparatory work prior to selection
Following are some of main points for perusal/attention of DYCs during the
selection of NYCs.


The key to success of entire programme of NYKs rest on NYC volunteers.
The DYCs cannot physically visit the entire area frequently enough or contact
all the youth for all the activities.



First of all, the NYCs need to act as a peer leader. Secondly, they being more
closely located and being able to communicate and motivate the youth
completely in their village/locality should be able to mobilize the youth in
desired numbers.



The competence, capability, attitude and aptitude required in NYCs should be
in proportion to the highest standards of results expected to be delivered.



On one hand, the NYC is expected to learn and understand all the
programmes of NYK for their correct implementation. Simultaneously, he/she
is also required to understand the details of special/coordinated progammes
and besides these, also required to understand the details of numerous Govt.
of India flag ship schemes and requirements of theme based events. Hence,
they ought to be well qualified, intelligent and with quick uptake.



On the other hand, he/she requires to communicate these essential details to
the rural, non student and other youth in the country for which he/she needs
to design the communication appropriately and use a host of tool and
techniques to communicate and motivate the youth clubs/youth;
conduct/participate in such programmers, collect details/reports, prepare,
communicate with clarity; communicate with officials of local administration
and also ensure minimum essential transparent accounting and forward
reasonably well laid down formatted reports. Hence, the possessions of these
qualities are essential and also ability to handle a Smartphone and computer
should be preferable.



In the process, the NYC is also expected to imbibe and propagate leadership
and communication skills, value orientation and patriotism.



The above is not an easy task which can be performed by an individual as it
require qualified, competitive and self motivated youth. It is therefore
essential that selection process conforms to the above mentioned
requirement in a person to be selected as NYC.



It would therefore be essential to select educated self motivated and socially
networked youth with demonstrated ability on record.



On many occasion, an issue is raised stating that the remuneration offered is
too less i.e. Rs.2500/- p.m. However, it needs to be clarified in the beginning
itself that the selection of NYC is neither a career nor a job. The small
amount paid to the NYC is indeed a honorarium meant to acknowledge
his/her voluntary contribution and to some degree compensate to the
expenditure he/she might undertake for the minimum essential requirement.
This in fact is an opportunity offered to NYC for self empowerment through
voluntary activity contributing to community development and nation building.
The opportunities offers respect, growth and identity and does not deliberately
make the youth dependent.



In order to ensure that the best youth is selected as NYC it is imperative that
the system of selection should be transparent and merit based only. No
devaluation should be permitted and all possible measures to be taken to
avoid conflict of interest, vested interest or any impropriety, while doing so it
must also be ensured that no room for controversy of any nature whatsoever
is allowed and due precautions are to be taken.

The DYC should ensure the following before the commencement of
selection:

 Issue of Advertisement in local leading newspaper (in local language), as per
the format for advertisement approved by Hqtrs.
 News items in all local leading daily/weekly newspapers/magazines regarding
NYC selection.
 Circulars to all NCC, NSS, Scouts and Guides, active youth clubs/ Mahila
Mandals, District/Block level libraries and
heads of zila/block/village
Panchayat’s for ensuring wider publicity.
 The concerned DYC will put up the matter of NYC selection to the DM who is
chairperson of the selection committee, well in advance and seek a date for
interview (as per the guidelines of head quarter.)
 Once the interview date is confirmed, the DYC will issue interview call letters
to all concerned candidates by the registered post and email also. Further all
candidates will be informed over phone also.


Online submission of applications:software has been developed for online submission of application
forms by the candidates. The online application form is available on
www.nyks.org. Applying through online is mandatory. Dyc can download
and take the print out of the online application received for the particular
district. DYCs should go through the details regarding the criteria for
weitages for ensuring full transparency and no room for any change ZDs are
hereby directed that they are over all responsible for monitoring, reporting
and ensuring 100 % compliance



The following aspects also needs to be considered before initiating the revised
Selection process for deployment of NYC volunteers: a. Two volunteers are to be deployed per block in 623 NYK district. additional 2
volunteers per district for documentation/reporting work. Further 3 volunteers
per district irrespective of number of blocks in 61 non NYK district are to be
selected
b. Applications from eligible candidates are to be invited though online on
NYKS website (www.nyks.org).

c. Advertisement in the local leading newspaper (in local language) is to be
issued by the concerned DYC. The prescribed format of advertisement is
placed at Annexure A
d. The concerned DYC will also issue news statement for all newspapers
and send circulars to all units of all NCC, NSS, Scouts and Guides, Red
Cross, Eco Clubs, Govt. Libraries, Village/Block/Zila Panchayat, Youth
Clubs and Mahila Mandals, District Sports Officer, District Education
Officer,Dist. Woman and Child Development Officer,CDPOs, District
Disaster Management Cell, College Principals etc. to give wide publicity.
e. The volunteers who have completed only one year or presently working in
their first year of deployment may be allowed to continue for the second year
if their performance is found to be very good.
f. The volunteers who have earlier worked as NYCs and left in between
before completion of their term or already completed their term are not
eligible for selection again as NYCs
g. The DYC should ensure that the selection process is transparent and
impartial.

h. PAO zones are directed to release the funds to all kendras (@ Rs. 5000/each) for issuing advertisement and conducting the selection/interview.
i.

It is further directed that the DYCs may utilize available fund for issuing the
advertisement wherever necessary, after taking the consent of the concerned
Zonal Director.

12. Parameters for selection of NYC volunteers
 Candidate should have basic interest to work as NYC.
 He or she should have sufficient time to attend NYC work.
 Further, leadership ability, organizational skill, motivational capacity, ability to
understand dynamics of youth group, sports and cultural talents, and experience
in social work etc should be considered while selecting a candidate.

13. Proceedings of selection committee

 The DYC will prepare the proceedings of the selection committee and take
approval of DM/DC.
 The selection list will be signed by DM/DC, member and member secretary.
 Merit List including waiting list will also be prepared as per the proceedings and
will be displayed on the notice board of NYK.

14. Deployment of volunteers / offer letters & letter of
acceptance.
 Each block will have 2 volunteers. The volunteers should belong to particular
block in which they are deployed.
 Preference will be given to weaker section, women to the maximum possible
extent.
 At Kendra level, 2 volunteers with computer knowledge are to be deployed for
computer work/online reporting.
 DYC will use the specific sample as approved Hqtrs. For issuing deployment
letter and taking acceptance letter (copies of approved deployment letter and
acceptance letter are placed at Appendix –B&C respectively )

15. Online registration of volunteers
 After joining, each volunteer has to be registered online on the NYC website
which is mandatory as per the time scheduled.

16. Budget.

Rs- 5000/- per district has been allocated for the purpose of issue of
advertisement and meeting the organizational expenditure i.r.o selection
committee meeting etc.

17. Role of DYC

The concerned DYC being the member secretary of the selection committee, is
responsible for maintaining absolute transparency and fairness in the entire
selection process.
The DYC will keep the Zonal Director informed with all up to date steps taken
up for selection on a regular basis

18. Induction and Orientation Training of volunteers
 All selected volunteers needs to undergo 15 days induction training in a
recognized. Govt. Training institute as may be approved by Hqtr
 The extended volunteer will have to undergo 7 days refresher training
programmers in a recognized. Govt. Training institute as may be approved by
Hqtr
 Attending the training programme by each volunteer is mandatory. The
volunteers who could not attend training program should be terminated.


All training programmes should be completed as per the time schedule
mentioned above. ( before 25th of April, 2016 under any circumstances)

